We discuss an effective tool for the detection and identification of substances in ternary mixtures with similar spectral properties using a broadband reflected THz signal. Nowadays, this is an urgent problem; its effective solution is still far off. Two ternary mixtures of the explosives (RDX+TNT+HMX and RDX+TNT+PETN) were used as the examples for demonstration of the efficiency of the method proposed. The identification is based on the pulsed THz spectroscopy. We follow the spectral intensities together with the use of integral correlation criteria. They use the spectral line dynamics of the THz pulse reflected from the substance under investigation and that of the standard THz signal from database. In order to increase the accuracy and reliability of the identification, we analyze the partial non-overlapping time intervals, containing the main pulse of the reflected THz signal and the sequential sub-pulses. The main pulse is shown to contain information about high absorption frequencies (ν > 2.6 THz) of the mixture components. In the sub-pulses, the absorption frequencies of the components are detected in the range of low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequencies. The opportunity of distinguishing the mixtures with similar spectral properties is also shown.
Introduction
Currently, THz spectroscopy is widely used for the detection and identification of substances, especially for security and anti-terrorism applications. The photon energy of THz radiation is about one million times weaker than X-ray photon energy. Therefore, it does not cause harmful photoionization in biological tissues and is safe for both humans and animals. Moreover, the most common nonpolar substances are transparent to THz radiation, and they have pronounced spectral fingerprints in the range of the THz frequencies. That is why THz spectroscopy is actively used both security screening [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and for numerous studies in the scientific field, as well as in applied fields including non-destructive testing [11] [12] [13] , medical and pharmaceutical sciences [14, 15] , and food quality control [16] .
One of the widely used techniques for the substance detection based on THz time-domain spectroscopy consists in comparison to the absorption frequencies of a substance under investigation with the known set of the absorption frequencies of the pure substances from a database. To develop such a database, the absorption frequencies of crystalline explosives (RDX, PETN, TNT, HMX, DNT, and Semtex) were investigated in the transmission mode in References [1, 4, 5] . The various kinds of The structure of the RTH and RTP signals is clearly seen in these figures-they contain the pronounced main pulse 0 S (t) (a), (c) reflected from the sample, and several sub-pulses 1 S (t) , 2 S (t) , 3 S (t) (b), (d) caused by multiple reflection from tablet boundaries. In (e), the reference is given, which is common for both RTH and RTP signals. Their amplitudes are about 3.88 times less than the reference amplitude due to transmission of the THz signals through the sample. Obviously, a part of the signal energy is absorbed by the sample. Below, we discuss briefly the absorption frequencies belonging to the main pulses of the reflected RTH and RTP signals, which were investigated earlier in References [39, 41] . They are necessary for the detection of substance using the ICCs. Probably, it is necessary to discuss an appearance of these sub-pulses in detail. First of all, we are reminded that several processes simultaneously occur in the tablet after penetration of the THz pulse inside it. The pulse undergoes multiple reflections. Obviously, this process depends on the relationship between the thickness of the tablet and the spatial length of the pulse. The pulse may occupy only a part of the tablet or its spatial length will be greater than the tablet thickness. In the first case, we will see a sequence of the pulses leaving the tablet during equal time intervals. In the opposite case, we will see continuous emission from the tablet. The second physical reason, which influences on the sequence of the pulses, is a dispersion of a medium. Due to the THz pulse is broadband, and the spectral harmonics propagate with different velocities, the emission from the tablet will be with changing delays and emitted pulses do not have sharp duration: they will overlap each other. The third characteristic feature of the THz emission results from the pulse interaction with a medium inside the tablet. Due to a broadband spectrum of the THz pulse, an excitation of various energy levels of molecules occurs. Then there is a relaxation of these energy levels through the radiative or non-radiative energy level transitions. Non-radiative transitions are responsible for the absorption frequencies of a medium. Radiative energy level transitions lead to appearance of new spectral harmonics which may have frequency either less than the frequency corresponding to the frequency of excited energy level transition or greater than this frequency due to the cascade mechanism of the energy level excitation (we described this mechanism in [53] ). Therefore, from an analysis of the pulse spectrum we will see the emission frequencies and the absorption frequencies caused by appearance of the emission of a medium at some frequencies. All these processes (excitation and emission) occur with different relaxation time. Therefore, a medium response on the emission frequencies as well as on certain absorption frequencies will be at different time. That is why we see a non-equal time delay between the pulses in their sequence. With time, we see The structure of the RTH and RTP signals is clearly seen in these figures-they contain the pronounced main pulse S 0 (t) (a), (c) reflected from the sample, and several sub-pulses S 1 (t), S 2 (t), S 3 (t) (b), (d) caused by multiple reflection from tablet boundaries. In (e), the reference is given, which is common for both RTH and RTP signals. Their amplitudes are about 3.88 times less than the reference amplitude due to transmission of the THz signals through the sample. Obviously, a part of the signal energy is absorbed by the sample. Below, we discuss briefly the absorption frequencies belonging to the main pulses of the reflected RTH and RTP signals, which were investigated earlier in References [39, 41] . They are necessary for the detection of substance using the ICCs.
Probably, it is necessary to discuss an appearance of these sub-pulses in detail. First of all, we are reminded that several processes simultaneously occur in the tablet after penetration of the THz pulse inside it. The pulse undergoes multiple reflections. Obviously, this process depends on the relationship between the thickness of the tablet and the spatial length of the pulse. The pulse may occupy only a part of the tablet or its spatial length will be greater than the tablet thickness. In the first case, we will see a sequence of the pulses leaving the tablet during equal time intervals. In the opposite case, we will see continuous emission from the tablet. The second physical reason, which influences on the sequence of the pulses, is a dispersion of a medium. Due to the THz pulse is broadband, and the spectral harmonics propagate with different velocities, the emission from the tablet will be with changing delays and emitted pulses do not have sharp duration: they will overlap each other. The third characteristic feature of the THz emission results from the pulse interaction with a medium inside the tablet. Due to a broadband spectrum of the THz pulse, an excitation of various energy levels of molecules occurs. Then there is a relaxation of these energy levels through the radiative or non-radiative energy level transitions. Non-radiative transitions are responsible for the absorption frequencies of a medium. Radiative energy level transitions lead to appearance of new spectral harmonics which may have frequency either less than the frequency corresponding to the frequency of excited energy level transition or greater than this frequency due to the cascade mechanism of the energy level excitation (we described this mechanism in [53] ). Therefore, from an analysis of the pulse spectrum we will see the emission frequencies and the absorption frequencies caused by appearance of the emission of a medium at some frequencies. All these processes (excitation and emission) occur with different relaxation time. Therefore, a medium response on the emission frequencies as well as on certain absorption frequencies will be at different time. That is why we see a non-equal time delay between the pulses in their sequence. With time, we see continuous response of a medium. However, this circumstance does not restrict the proposed method applicability because using the correlation function-based math tool it is possible to find a time interval, which corresponds to the processes of the emission or absorption at the radiative energy level transitions. We demonstrated this fact during an analysis of a noisy signal when the noise amplitude is greater than the amplitude of the useful signal [45] .
One more important question relates to an influence of the tablet thickness on the response of a medium under THz pulse propagation. In our opinion, we have to take into account at least two physical mechanisms when the tablet thickness will be decreased. The first of them relates to the reflection of the THz pulse (and therefore, to the emission discussed above). At decreasing of the tablet thickness, we will observe the reflected THz pulse at higher frequencies because a radiation wavelength, at which obstacle (it means the tablet) will act on the radiation, must be decreased. The second one relates to the scattering of THz radiation with wavelength, which is greater than the tablet thickness. The scattering intensity is proportional to the ratio of the tablet thickness to the wavelength in power 4. We will observe this scattering also. Of course, these two processes will occur simultaneously together with a presence of the absorption and emission of the THz radiation. Consequently, we will see a complicated picture of the THz pulse interaction with such a tablet. Nevertheless, we will observe the reflected THz pulse at high frequencies and the sub-pulses (or only one sub-pulse with long duration), which follow the main pulse. The reflected sub-pulse will contain information about the absorption and emission frequencies in any case, but spectral power density at these frequencies as well as the frequency range, at which this response will be observed, will shift.
As a rule, the main pulse of the reflected THz signal is the object of the analysis when using the standard THz-TDS. In Figure 2 the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra as well as reference spectrum are shown in the frequency ranges ν = [0, 2.6] THz (a), (c), [2.5, 4 .0] THz (b), (d), respectively, at the frequency resolution ∆ν = 0.04 THz. We have divided the frequency range conventionally into two parts: ν ≤ 2.6 THz (low frequency range) and ν > 2.6 THz (high frequency range), because the spectral intensities of the measured THz signals in these ranges are essentially different. Let us note that decreasing of the RTH and RTP spectral intensities (Figure 2a ) compared to the reference ones ( Figure 2c ) is in agreement with the decreasing of the amplitudes of these signals (see Figure 1) .
One can see that both spectra in (a) do not contain any pronounced minima in the low frequency range ν = [0.0, 2.6] THz, and the reference spectrum (c) does not contain them either. Thus, reflectance R(ν) also does not demonstrate the absorption maxima (not shown). Reflectance R(ν) is computed as a ratio
where |P(ν)|, |P REF (ν)| are the amplitudes modulus of the RTH main pulse and reference spectra, respectively. It should be stressed that in Reference [6, 7] the well-known RDX absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz is also not visible in the reflectance. About a chosen frequency resolution, it is necessary to note that earlier in Reference [54] we showed that increasing of the spectral resolution for the noised signal leads to observing of the small-scale distortion in the signal and its spectrum, which are caused by packing material, or the material structure. Decreasing the spectral resolution results in excluding of the false absorption frequencies as well as in detecting of the frequencies caused by water vapor absorption. Therefore, there is an optimal spectral resolution, which depends on a bandwidth of the absorption line of the substance. For example, taking into account the half-width of the spectral line for the RDX absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz, we get that the optimal spectral resolution is the value ∆ν = 0.04 THz. Hence, in the present paper, the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra are computed with the spectral resolution ∆ν = 0.04 THz. Before providing the spectrum analysis, we are reminded that RDX possesses the following absorption frequencies in the frequency range ν = [0, 4. [4, 5] . In Figure 2b the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra are depicted in the high frequency range ν = [2.6, 4.0] THz. One can see the spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.04 THz for both signals. This minimum is close to the RDX absorption frequency ν= 3.0 THz. We see also a minimum in the RTH signal spectrum at the frequency ν = 2.88 THz close to the HMX absorption frequency ν = 2.84 THz, and a minimum in the RTP signal spectrum at the frequency ν = 2.8 THz close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.82 THz. Moreover, the minimum at the frequency ν = 3.68 THz is observed in the RTH signal spectrum, and at the frequency ν = 3.72 THz-in the RTP signal spectrum. These minima are close the TNT absorption frequency ν = 3.69 THz [5] . At the same time, the spectral minima at these frequencies are absent in the reference spectrum (d). That means that in the RTH and RTP signals spectra (b) minima mentioned above are not caused by environmental influence or background noise and they may be the absorption frequencies of the RTH and RTP mixtures components. However, this is not sufficient for the detection and identification of these mixtures by means of the standard THz-TDS method. The reason is the following. It is obvious that the RTH and RTP mixtures do not contain neutral substances except pure polyethylene, which is transparent to THz radiation [55] . However, the spectra (Figure 2b ) contains several minima (ν = 2.6, 2.88, 3.04, 3.68 THz (RTH)) and ν = 2.64, 2.8, 3.04, 3.72 THz (RTP)), which may correspond to the paper sheet and n-Si semiconductor absorption frequencies. Therefore, we have to be sure that the absorption frequencies observed in RTH and RTP spectra do not belong to these materials. In this connection, we need to be able to differentiate between these neutral substances and dangerous ones despite the fact that they possess the same absorption frequencies.
We will call the THz signals transmitted through these substances, as the paper signal and n-Si signal respectively, for brevity. In Figure 3 their spectra are depicted. In (a), (b) one can see minima at the frequencies ν = 0.56, 0.76, 1.2, 1.64, 2.16, 2.64, and 3.0 THz and these values are in a good agreement with the absorption frequencies of the paper reported in Reference [56] in the frequency range ν > 2.0 THz: ν = 2.1, 2.5, 3.1 THz. In (c), (d) the minima of the n-Si spectrum are achieved at the frequencies: ν = 1.0, 1.8, 2.24, 2.8, 3.0, and 3.64 THz. As a result, in the RTH, RTP spectra Figure 2b the frequencies ν = 2.88, 3.04, 3.68 THz (RTH) and ν = 2.8, 3.04, 3.72 THz (RTP) can be identified as those Before providing the spectrum analysis, we are reminded that RDX possesses the following absorption frequencies in the frequency range ν = [0, 4. [4, 5] . In Figure 2b the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra are depicted in the high frequency range ν = [2.6, 4.0] THz. One can see the spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.04 THz for both signals. This minimum is close to the RDX absorption frequency ν = 3.0 THz. We see also a minimum in the RTH signal spectrum at the frequency ν = 2.88 THz close to the HMX absorption frequency ν = 2.84 THz, and a minimum in the RTP signal spectrum at the frequency ν = 2.8 THz close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.82 THz. Moreover, the minimum at the frequency ν = 3.68 THz is observed in the RTH signal spectrum, and at the frequency ν = 3.72 THz-in the RTP signal spectrum. These minima are close the TNT absorption frequency ν = 3.69 THz [5] . At the same time, the spectral minima at these frequencies are absent in the reference spectrum (d). That means that in the RTH and RTP signals spectra (b) minima mentioned above are not caused by environmental influence or background noise and they may be the absorption frequencies of the RTH and RTP mixtures components. However, this is not sufficient for the detection and identification of these mixtures by means of the standard THz-TDS method. The reason is the following. It is obvious that the RTH and RTP mixtures do not contain neutral substances except pure polyethylene, which is transparent to THz radiation [55] . However, the spectra (Figure 2b ) contains several minima (ν = 2.6, 2.88, 3.04, 3.68 THz (RTH)) and ν = 2.64, 2.8, 3.04, 3.72 THz (RTP)), which may correspond to the paper sheet and n-Si semiconductor absorption frequencies. Therefore, we have to be sure that the absorption frequencies observed in RTH and RTP spectra do not belong to these materials. In this connection, we need to be able to differentiate between these neutral substances and dangerous ones despite the fact that they possess the same absorption frequencies.
We will call the THz signals transmitted through these substances, as the paper signal and n-Si signal respectively, for brevity. In Figure 3 their spectra are depicted. In (a), (b) one can see minima at the frequencies ν = 0.56, 0.76, 1.2, 1.64, 2.16, 2.64, and 3.0 THz and these values are in a good agreement with the absorption frequencies of the paper reported in Reference [56] in the frequency range ν > 2.0 THz: ν = 2.1, 2.5, 3.1 THz. In (c), (d) the minima of the n-Si spectrum are achieved at the frequencies: ν = 1.0, 1.8, 2.24, 2.8, 3.0, and 3.64 THz. As a result, in the RTH, RTP spectra Figure 2b the frequencies ν = 2.88, 3.04, 3.68 THz (RTH) and ν = 2.8, 3.04, 3.72 THz (RTP) can be identified as those of the n-Si spectrum (Figure 3d ). At the same time, the spectra minima at the frequencies ν = 2.6 THz (RTH), 2.64 THz (RTP) are close to those of the paper spectrum (Figure 3b ). That is why we said above that the correspondence of the RTH and RTP spectral minima to the frequencies from database is insufficient for claiming that the substance is the dangerous one. Therefore, one can detect the neutral substances in the mixtures instead of the dangerous substance Figure 2b (or vice versa). This means a low efficiency of the standard THz-TDS method for the detection and identification of substances at using only the main pulse of the reflected THz signal even under laboratory conditions. One of such methods, which may be effective for the detection and identification of the mixture components, is the SDA-method at using the ICCs. of the n-Si spectrum (Figure 3d ). At the same time, the spectra minima at the frequencies ν = 2.6 THz (RTH), 2.64 THz (RTP) are close to those of the paper spectrum (Figure 3b ). That is why we said above that the correspondence of the RTH and RTP spectral minima to the frequencies from database is insufficient for claiming that the substance is the dangerous one. Therefore, one can detect the neutral substances in the mixtures instead of the dangerous substance Figure 2b (or vice versa). This means a low efficiency of the standard THz-TDS method for the detection and identification of substances at using only the main pulse of the reflected THz signal even under laboratory conditions. One of such methods, which may be effective for the detection and identification of the mixture components, is the SDA-method at using the ICCs. 
Brief Overview of Integral Correlation Criteria and the SDA-Method
In this Section, we remind the main idea of the SDA-method and ICCs. Note that the computation of the spectral intensity dynamics is described in a few of our previous papers, for example, in References [44, 45] . For quantitative estimation of a presence of a substance of interest in a sample, we proposed in Reference [42] using of the integral correlation between the spectral intensity dynamics of the THz signal under investigation ( ) S t (reflected from or transmitted 
In this Section, we remind the main idea of the SDA-method and ICCs. Note that the computation of the spectral intensity dynamics is described in a few of our previous papers, for example, in References [44, 45] . For quantitative estimation of a presence of a substance of interest in a sample, we proposed in Reference [42] using of the integral correlation between the spectral intensity dynamics of the THz signal under investigation S(t) (reflected from or transmitted through the substance) and that of the standard transmitted signal s(t) belonging to the database.
, denote the set of spectral intensities absolute values for the standard signal s(t) at the chosen frequency ν 1 and P ν 2 = |P ν 2 (t m )| , m = 0, . . . , M 2 − 1, denote the corresponding set for the signal S(t) at the frequency ν 2 .
(t n+m )| denotes its part with M 1 components that begins at time moment t n . Here M 1 and M 2 are the numbers of time moments in the dynamics, which are computed in the whole time intervals. They depend on the construction parameters -the window length T and its shift ∆ along the signal under investigation because we use the Fourier-Gabor method. In the current paper, as in References [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , these parameters were chosen as follows: The window length T = 2.8 ps and its shift ∆ = 0.2 ps. In order to compute the correlation coefficient between the sets p ν 1 and P ν 2 in each of the time moments t n we use the well-known expression:
where
|P ν 2 (t m+n )| characterizes the non-zero constant average values in the sets p ν 1 and P ν 2 . Their presence increases the correlation coefficient c p,P (t n ) (1) and decreases the accuracy and reliability of the identification. Therefore, the normalization of the averaged value of the signal to zero-value is necessary to eliminate the influence of the constant values, containing in the spectral dynamics p ν 1 and P ν 2 , on the correlation coefficient c p,P (t n ).
It should be stressed that the local correlation coefficient (i.e., computed at a single time moment) cannot be used to show the presence or absence of the standard substance absorption frequencies in the THz signal under investigation because of their strong oscillations at different time moments, which are caused by the medium response oscillations due to noise presence, for example. Summing the correlation coefficients over the time interval allows us to "accumulate" the useful signal and to suppress the correlation coefficient fluctuations at different time moments. As is well known, this procedure is widely used for processing of noisy signals.
For the substance detection and identification, we use some ICCs, which are based on the correlation coefficient (1):
-time-dependent integral correlation of the spectral dynamics,
-time-dependent integral correlation of the spectral dynamics with taking into account the spectral intensity |p(ν 1 )|, |P(ν 2 )| at each of the frequencies ν 1 and ν 2 for both signals. Here w 1 = 1/|p(ν 1 )|, w 2 = 1/|P(ν 2 )| are the weight coefficients.
In particular, if we choose the weight coefficients in the following way: w 1 = 1/|p(ν 1 )|, w 2 = 1 then we follow the criterion:
-time-dependent integral correlation of the spectral dynamics with taking into account the spectral brightness of the signal belonging to database. In comparison with the ICC CW p,P (t n ) (3), the ICC CW1 p,P (t n ) (4) uses only the spectral brightness of the standard signal s(t), not the signal under investigation S(t). This allows us to be less dependent on random fluctuations of the measured signal and to rely upon the spectral characteristics of the standard signal. Below, we use the ICCs for the detection of a desired substance in a mixture. For this purpose, we apply both ICCs CW1 p,P (4) and C p,P (2) simultaneously to the THz signal under investigation during the partial non-overlapping time intervals. The first time-interval contains the main pulse only, the second one -the first sub-pulse, and the third interval -the following sub-pulses with lower amplitude. As an additional criterion of the detection, we use the integral correlation C s,S (6) (see below) between the measured THz signal S(t) reflected from the sample and the standard THz signal s(t) from the database. This allows us to find the time intervals, in which the response of a medium contains a signal similar to the signal from database. Therefore, the spectral analysis for the detection of this dangerous substance must be made only during these time intervals. It increases both the detection probability and a detection system rate.
The ICCs can also be used to show the absence of the substance of interest in the mixture using reflected THz signal. If there is a spectrum minimum in the main pulse or in the sub-pulses spectra, which coincides with some absorption frequency of this substance, then using of ICC C p,P together with the analysis of the reference spectrum is sufficient to show that this minimum does not belong to the absorption frequencies of the substance. In the transmission mode this result was shown for a noisy THz signal in Reference [45] .
For estimation of a presence or absence of the substance of interest in the sample under investigation, in References [44, 45] , we introduced the following rules at using the ICC. The frequency ν is judged to be detected in the spectrum of the signal under investigation, if the values of the corresponding ICC computed for the pair (ν, ν 1 ), are greater than the values of this ICC computed for all other frequency pairs (ν * , ν 1 ) in the frequency detection range (FDR). Here the frequency ν 1 is the absorption frequency of a standard signal spectrum; the frequency ν * belongs to the FDR. Vice versa, the frequency ν is not detected if there is at least a single frequency pair (ν * , ν 1 ), whose ICC values are greater than the values of the ICC computed for the pair (ν, ν 1 ) in this FDR. As boundaries of the FDR, the spectrum maxima closest to the frequency under analysis were used. However, at analysis of the mixture, the boundaries of FDR must be defined by two ICC CW1 p,P and C p,P simultaneously (we call this FDR as a minimal one).
It should be noted that under real conditions the thickness of the samples is not known as a rule. It is also obvious that the measurement conditions of the standard pure substance from database and the analyzed sample also are different. However, the integral correlation allows us to find similarity in the shape of the signals and dynamics of spectral lines, despite the difference in the thickness of the samples and different experimental conditions. That is why the ICCs can be an effective tool for the detection of the components of the mixtures.
Time-Dependent Analysis of the Similarity between the RTH Signal and the Standard THz Signals
In this section, we examine the similarity between the RTH signal and the standard signals from database corresponding to various dangerous and neutral substances. For this purpose, we compute the correlation coefficients between the reflected RTH signal (and RTP signal) and the standard THz signals. In order to do this, we move the standard signal s(t) = s(t m ) , m = 0, . . . , N 1 − 1 along the reflected signal S(t) = S(t m ) , m = 0, . . . , N 2 − 1. Here N 1 and N 2 are the numbers of time moments in these signals. Then, we compute the time-dependent correlation coefficient c s,S (t n ) like (1), where instead of sets p ν and P ν , we use the sets s(t m ) and S(t m+n ) :
As above, we substrate s, S from the corresponding signals to avoid an influence of constants components of the signals on their correlation.
As the standard signals, we use the transmitted THz signals RDX_Air, HMX_Air, PETN_Air, TNT_Air [40] , and the main pulses of the THz signals transmitted through the paper and semiconductor n-Si [43] . To exclude an influence of different signal duration on the signal correlation, all standard signals durations are chosen to be equal to 10 ps and their maxima were located in the time interval t = [3, 6] ps, they are shown in Figure 4a -c. The computation of the correlation coefficients c s,S (t n ) starts at the point t = 0 ps. We see, in Figure 4b , the high similarity between the signals transmitted through HMX, PETN, and TNT; this is necessary to keep in mind at the analysis of the substance identification results. As the standard signals, we use the transmitted THz signals RDX_Air, HMX_Air, PETN_Air, TNT_Air [40] , and the main pulses of the THz signals transmitted through the paper and semiconductor n-Si [43] . To exclude an influence of different signal duration on the signal correlation, all standard signals durations are chosen to be equal to 10 ps and their maxima were located in the time interval t = [3, 6] ps, they are shown in Figure 4a [20, 120] ps, which does not contain the RTH main pulse. Therefore, we depict two time-intervals separately: t= [30, 60] ps (b), (e) and [135, 150] ps containing the first and the third sub-pulses of the RTH signal, respectively. The second sub-pulse has an inverted absolute phase with respect to the standard signal and is less visible. Therefore, we do not show the correlation coefficients for this sub-pulse here. We see that the correlation coefficient Thus, we see that the correlation coefficient , s S c possesses a big value changing over the time interval under consideration. Therefore, we introduce the following integral characteristic for two signals:
It allows us to increase a probability of the identification of substance. In Figure 6 the ICC Thus, we see that the correlation coefficient c s,S possesses a big value changing over the time interval under consideration. Therefore, we introduce the following integral characteristic for two signals:
It allows us to increase a probability of the identification of substance. In Figure Thus, we see that the correlation coefficient , s S c possesses a big value changing over the time interval under consideration. Therefore, we introduce the following integral characteristic for two signals:
It allows us to increase a probability of the identification of substance. In Figure 6 the ICC However, it is still not enough for the reliable detection of the substance RDX in these mixtures. Indeed, the correlation coefficient c s,S between the RTH signal and the standard RDX_Air signal (Figure 7a ) demonstrates higher degree of their similarity, in comparison with the correlation between the RTH signal and the standard paper signal, only in the short time interval t = [8, 14] ps (Figure 7b ). The evolution of the ICC C s,S computed in this time interval confirms this fact (Figure 7c ). Therefore, we need to apply other criteria for the detection and identification of substance. However, it is still not enough for the reliable detection of the substance RDX in these mixtures.
Indeed, the correlation coefficient 
Absorption Frequencies of the Standard THz Signals
To find RDX absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra, we use the transmitted THz signal RDX_Air (Figure 4 ) as the standard one and the spectral lines dynamics of this signal at the high frequency ν = 3.0 THz. The RDX_Air signal spectrum is presented in Figure 8 in the frequency ranges ν= [0.6, 2.6] THz (a) and [2.6, 3.4] THz (b). The RDX_Air absorbance is depicted in (c). The spectrum minima at the frequencies ν =0.82, 1.92, 2.2, 3.0 THz in Figure 8a ,b and the peaks in (c) are in a good agreement with the absorption frequencies of pure RDX given in [4, 5, 57] . In [44] we showed that the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν = 1.15, 1.4, 1.67 THz do not correspond to the absorption frequencies of a pure RDX in our case. They are caused by water vapor containing in the air and cannot be used for the detection and identification of substance. These absorption frequencies agree with those of water vapor reported in Reference [10] , namely, ν = 1.17, 1.41 and 1.67 THz. Note that water vapor is always present when measurements are provided under real conditions, this situation is typical for the security screening. In this case using the THz signal, which was measured also under real conditions as a standard one, we exclude the absorption frequencies of water vapor from our consideration. However, such standard THz signals as RDX_Air signal contain the absorption frequencies, which are not disturbed by the water absorption and can be used for the identification of substance. As an example, the absorption frequency ν= 3.0 THz is presented in Figure 8b and we depict the spectral line dynamics at this frequency in Figure  8d . The computation is made with the spectral resolution Δν = 0.01 THz. 
To find RDX absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra, we use the transmitted THz signal RDX_Air (Figure 4 ) as the standard one and the spectral lines dynamics of this signal at the high frequency ν = 3.0 THz. The RDX_Air signal spectrum is presented in Figure 8 in the frequency ranges ν = [0.6, 2.6] THz (a) and [2.6, 3.4 
] THz (b). The RDX_Air absorbance is depicted in (c).
The spectrum minima at the frequencies ν = 0.82, 1.92, 2.2, 3.0 THz in Figure 8a ,b and the peaks in (c) are in a good agreement with the absorption frequencies of pure RDX given in [4, 5, 57] . In [44] we showed that the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν = 1.15, 1.4, 1.67 THz do not correspond to the absorption frequencies of a pure RDX in our case. They are caused by water vapor containing in the air and cannot be used for the detection and identification of substance. These absorption frequencies agree with those of water vapor reported in Reference [10] , namely, ν = 1.17, 1.41 and 1.67 THz. Note that water vapor is always present when measurements are provided under real conditions, this situation is typical for the security screening. In this case using the THz signal, which was measured also under real conditions as a standard one, we exclude the absorption frequencies of water vapor from our consideration. However, such standard THz signals as RDX_Air signal contain the absorption frequencies, which are not disturbed by the water absorption and can be used for the identification of substance. As an example, the absorption frequency ν = 3.0 THz is presented in Figure 8b and we depict the spectral line dynamics at this frequency in Figure 8d For the detection of the TNT, HMX, and PETN absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra, we use the standard THz signals TNT_Air, HMX_Air, and PETN_Air ( Figure 4) , which spectra are shown in Figure 9 in the frequency ranges ν= [0.6, 2.6] THz (a) and [2.6, 4 .0] THz (b). They are also computed with the spectral resolution Δν = 0.01 THz. For substance detection, we use the frequency ν= 3.68 THz in the RTH main pulse spectrum and the frequency ν= 3.72 THz in that of RTP signal, depicted in Figure 2 . Both frequencies are close to the known TNT absorption frequency ν = 3.69 THz [5] and to the absorption frequency ν = 3.71 THz depicted in Figure 9b . The spectral line dynamics at the frequency ν = 3.71 is shown in Figure 9c . Other absorption frequencies ν= 2.88 THz and ν= 2.74 THz agree with those given in References [4, 5] for HMX and PETN, respectively. We notice that some discrepancies between the corresponding values can be caused by the different sample preparation (tablet thickness, weight, density). The standard spectral lines dynamics computed at these frequencies are shown in Figure 9d ,e. For the detection of the TNT, HMX, and PETN absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra, we use the standard THz signals TNT_Air, HMX_Air, and PETN_Air (Figure 4) , which spectra are shown in Figure 9 in the frequency ranges ν = [0.6, 2.6] THz (a) and [2.6, 4 .0] THz (b). They are also computed with the spectral resolution ∆ν = 0.01 THz. For substance detection, we use the frequency ν = 3.68 THz in the RTH main pulse spectrum and the frequency ν = 3.72 THz in that of RTP signal, depicted in Figure 2 . Both frequencies are close to the known TNT absorption frequency ν = 3.69 THz [5] and to the absorption frequency ν = 3.71 THz depicted in Figure 9b . The spectral line dynamics at the frequency ν = 3.71 is shown in Figure 9c . Other absorption frequencies ν = 2.88 THz and ν = 2.74 THz agree with those given in References [4, 5] for HMX and PETN, respectively. We notice that some discrepancies between the corresponding values can be caused by the different sample preparation (tablet thickness, weight, density). The standard spectral lines dynamics computed at these frequencies are shown in Figure 9d ,e. For the detection of the TNT, HMX, and PETN absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra, we use the standard THz signals TNT_Air, HMX_Air, and PETN_Air (Figure 4) , which spectra are shown in Figure 9 in the frequency ranges ν= [0.6, 2.6] THz (a) and [2.6, 4 .0] THz (b). They are also computed with the spectral resolution Δν = 0.01 THz. For substance detection, we use the frequency ν= 3.68 THz in the RTH main pulse spectrum and the frequency ν= 3.72 THz in that of RTP signal, depicted in Figure 2 . Both frequencies are close to the known TNT absorption frequency ν = 3.69 THz [5] and to the absorption frequency ν = 3.71 THz depicted in Figure 9b . The spectral line dynamics at the frequency ν = 3.71 is shown in Figure 9c . Other absorption frequencies ν= 2.88 THz and ν= 2.74 THz agree with those given in References [4, 5] for HMX and PETN, Since below other parts of the measured signals are used for the substance detection, the spectral line dynamics at the frequencies ν = 0.82 THz (RDX_Air), 1.65 THz (TNT_Air), 1.76 THz (HMX_Air), 2.1 THz (PETN_Air), 2.64 THz (paper), and 2.8 THz (n-Si) are shown in Figure 10a -f. 
Similarity of the Spectral Line Dynamics Shape for the Standard Signals
Spectral line dynamics of different standard substances may turn out to be similar because the corresponding relaxation times of excited energy levels may be equal. Accordingly, the question arises about the unambiguity of the identification using similar time-dependent spectral line dynamics. To answer this question, we explore the identification of RDX using the absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz in the RTH signal and the same frequency of the standard signal RDX_Air as well as the frequencies ν = 1.65 and 3.71 THz of the standard signal TNT_Air. For brevity, we denote these dynamics as dynamics of RDX(0.82), TNT(1.65), and TNT(3.71). All these frequencies are the minima of the RDX_Air and TNT_Air spectra (Figures 8 and 9 ). In Figure 11 Since below other parts of the measured signals are used for the substance detection, the spectral line dynamics at the frequencies ν = 0.82 THz (RDX_Air), 1.65 THz (TNT_Air), 1.76 THz (HMX_Air), 2.1 THz (PETN_Air), 2.64 THz (paper), and 2.8 THz (n-Si) are shown in Figure 10a -f. Since below other parts of the measured signals are used for the substance detection, the 
Spectral line dynamics of different standard substances may turn out to be similar because the corresponding relaxation times of excited energy levels may be equal. Accordingly, the question arises about the unambiguity of the identification using similar time-dependent spectral line dynamics. To answer this question, we explore the identification of RDX using the absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz in the RTH signal and the same frequency of the standard signal RDX_Air as well as the frequencies ν = 1.65 and 3.71 THz of the standard signal TNT_Air. For brevity, we denote these dynamics as dynamics of RDX(0.82), TNT(1.65), and TNT(3.71). All these frequencies are the minima of the RDX_Air and TNT_Air spectra (Figures 8 and 9 ). In Figure 11 
Spectral line dynamics of different standard substances may turn out to be similar because the corresponding relaxation times of excited energy levels may be equal. Accordingly, the question arises about the unambiguity of the identification using similar time-dependent spectral line dynamics. To answer this question, we explore the identification of RDX using the absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz in the RTH signal and the same frequency of the standard signal RDX_Air as well as the frequencies ν = 1.65 and 3.71 THz of the standard signal TNT_Air. For brevity, we denote these dynamics as dynamics of RDX(0.82), TNT(1.65), and TNT(3.71). All these frequencies are the minima of the RDX_Air and TNT_Air spectra (Figures 8 and 9 ). In Figure 11 the normalized in C-norm spectral line dynamics RDX(0.82), TNT(1.65) (a) and RDX(0.82), TNT(3.71) (b) are depicted. Moving the spectral line dynamics TNT(1.65) and TNT(3.71) along the spectral line dynamics RDX(0.82), we obtain the correlation coefficient c p,P (t n ) (1) between them with maximal values: c TNT(1.65),RDX(0.82) = 0.82 (d) and c TNT(3.71),RDX(0.82) = 0.75 (e). It is worth noting that despite the rather high correlation between the spectral line dynamics, their shapes have obvious differences, which results in different values of the corresponding ICCs C p,P (2), CW1 p,P (4) and detection of the RDX absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz in the RTH signal. In turn, we see in (c) that the correlation coefficient c TNT,RDX between the standard signals RDX_Air and TNT_Air, normalized in C-norm and depicted in (f), achieves a maximal value c TNT,RDX = 0.545. It means that the shapes of the standard signals in the time domain are quite different, and this yields the differences in the frequency domain. The negative values of the correlation coefficient in (d) and (e) for |t| > 4 ps, is due to the averaging of the spectral line dynamics in order to avoid the influence of the constant component on the correlation, see (1) . In Section 2.9, we will show that despite the high correlation between the spectral line dynamics TNT (1.65), TNT (3.71), and RDX (0.82) the use of ICCs does not lead to the false detection of the substance that is not present in the mixture.
Efficiency of Substance Detection in the Time Interval t = [0, 25] ps, Containing the Main Reflected Pulse
We see the absence of pronounced minima in the main pulse spectra in the low frequency range (ν < 2.6 THz), Figure 2a . Nevertheless, there are the spectrum minima in the high frequency range (ν > 2.6 THz), which may correspond to the absorption frequencies of the mixtures components and can be used for the substance detection and identification.
First, we will detect the absorption frequencies of the common components of two mixtures -RDX and TNT. In Figure 12 In Section 2.9, we will show that despite the high correlation between the spectral line dynamics TNT (1.65), TNT (3.71), and RDX (0.82) the use of ICCs does not lead to the false detection of the substance that is not present in the mixture.
First, we will detect the absorption frequencies of the common components of two mixtures -RDX and TNT. In Figure 12 the evolution of the ICC CW1 p,P (a), (c) and . Probably, this is not enough to take a decision about the detection of this frequency as the RDX absorption frequency. If we decrease the FDR to the range, in which both ICCs detect the desired frequency in the full time interval simultaneously, then this frequency is the RDX absorption frequency. This aim is reached if we decrease the FDR to the interval ν = [2.98, 3.02] THz. We will call this FDR as a minimal FDR. Taking into account that the reference spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.0 THz is absent (Figure 2) , we conclude that this spectral minimum in RTH main pulse spectrum does not appear due to the noise or environment influence. Therefore, the frequency ν = 3.0 THz is the RDX absorption frequency. The similar result occurs for the main RTP pulse with the same minimal FDR. 25] is observed in (b) only in the part of this time ps. The frequency detection based on the ICC C ,pP interval (t = [0, 17] ps). Probably, this is not enough to take a decision about the detection of this frequency as the RDX absorption frequency. If we decrease the FDR to the range, in which both ICCs detect the desired frequency in the full time interval simultaneously, then this frequency is the RDX absorption frequency. This aim is reached if we decrease the FDR to the interval ν = [2.98, 3.02] THz. We will call this FDR as a minimal FDR. Taking into account that the reference spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.0 THz is absent (Figure 2) , we conclude that this spectral minimum in RTH main pulse spectrum does not appear due to the noise or environment influence. Therefore, the In Figure 12e ,f the ICC In Figure 12e ,f the ICC CW1 p,P and C p,P are computed for the absorption frequency ν = 3.71 THz of the standard TNT_Air signal. In these cases the lines corresponding to the frequency ν = 3.71 THz, lie above other lines in the minimal FDR ν = [3.7, 3.73] THz. Thus, both ICCs show that this frequency of the RTH main pulse spectrum is the TNT absorption frequency.
The same results occur at the detection of the frequencies ν = 2. Thus, the presence of the absorption frequencies of the substances RDX, TNT, HMX, and PETN in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra is demonstrated using the ICCs. All detected absorption frequencies lie in the high frequency range ν > 2.6 THz.
The Substance Detection
For the substance detection it is very effective to divide the time interval t = [25, 180] ps into several time intervals containing the first sub-pulse and the sub-pulses after the first one. The absorption (or emission) at some frequencies may appear after the end of main pulse due to different characteristic times of the molecule energy level relaxation. Since the spectral intensity at these frequencies is significantly lower than the corresponding spectral intensity for the main pulse, they can be easily missed when analyzing the spectrum during the total time interval. At the same time, in the separated time intervals the absorption frequencies with lower spectral intensities can be more clearly visible and therefore may be detected. Let us remember that, despite lower intensities at high absorption frequencies, the inhomogeneous surface or non-opaque covering less destroy them [53, 58] . Therefore, they can be used for the detection and identification, especially under real conditions. This increases the reliability of the identification.
We will analyze RTH and RTP signals separately both in the low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges. Earlier in [41] these mixture components were detected and identified by means of the ICC CW p,P (t n ) (3) in the low frequency range ν < 2.6 THz only. As we discussed above, under real conditions the exploration of high absorption frequencies is preferable. Therefore, in Figure 13 As well in (a), (b) there is the spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 1.65 THz (the corresponding TNT absorption frequency is equal to ν = 1.65 THz). We see also in the RTH spectrum (a) a minimum at the frequency ν = 1.75 THz (close to the HMX absorption frequency ν = 1.76 THz), and in RTP spectrum (b) -at the frequency ν = 2.125 THz (close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.1 THz). In the high frequency range (ν > 2.6 THz) one can observe the spectrum minima at the frequency ν = 3.025 THz close to that of RDX ν = 3.0 THz (Figure 8 ) in both spectra (Figure 13c,d) . In (c) there is a spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.725 THz, and in (d)-a minimum at the frequency ν = 3.7 THz, which are close to that of TNT ν = 3.71 THz. Thus, the presence of the absorption frequencies of the substances RDX, TNT, HMX, and PETN in the RTH and RTP main pulse spectra is demonstrated using the ICCs. All detected absorption frequencies lie in the high frequency range ν > 2.6 THz.
The Substance Detection Using the First Sub-Pulse (Time Interval t = [30, 70 ps)
We will analyze RTH and RTP signals separately both in the low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges. Earlier in [41] these mixture components were detected and identified by means of the ICC , ( ) p P n CW t (3) in the low frequency range ν < 2.6 THz only. As we discussed above, under real conditions the exploration of high absorption frequencies is preferable. Therefore, in Figure 13 Figure 13a ,b one can see the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν= 0.825 THz (a), 0.85 THz (b) close to the known RDX absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz, and the minima at the frequencies ν= 1.9, 2.18 THz (a) and 1.95, 2.18 THz (b), which are close to the RDX absorption frequencies ν = 1.95, 2.2 THz. As well in (a), (b) there is the spectrum minimum at the frequency ν= 1.65 THz (the corresponding TNT absorption frequency is equal to ν = 1.65 THz). We see also in the RTH spectrum (a) a minimum at the frequency ν= 1.75 THz (close to the HMX absorption frequency ν= 1.76 THz), and in RTP spectrum (b) -at the frequency ν= 2.125 THz (close to the PETN absorption frequency ν= 2.1 THz). In the high frequency range (ν > 2.6 THz) one can observe the spectrum minima at the We stress that belonging of the corresponding absorption frequencies to the mentioned explosives is also confirmed by the high correlation between the standard RDX_Air, TNT_Air, HMX_Air THz signals and the RTH signal (as well as between RDX_Air, TNT_Air, PETN_Air, and RTP signals) during the time interval containing the first sub-pulse, see Figure 5b .
2.7.1. Detection of the mixture components in the low frequency range ν < 2.6 THz.
Firstly, we apply the ICCs to detect the absorption frequencies belonging to the low frequency range ν < 2.6 THz. In Figure 14 , the evolution of the ICCs We stress that belonging of the corresponding absorption frequencies to the mentioned explosives is also confirmed by the high correlation between the standard RDX_Air, TNT_Air, HMX_Air THz signals and the RTH signal (as well as between RDX_Air, TNT_Air, PETN_Air, and RTP signals) during the time interval containing the first sub-pulse, see Figure 5b .
2.7.1. Detection of the Mixture Components in the Low Frequency Range ν < 2.6 THz.
Firstly, we apply the ICCs to detect the absorption frequencies belonging to the low frequency range ν < 2.6 THz. In Figure 14 , the evolution of the ICCs CW1 p,P (a) and We stress that belonging of the corresponding absorption frequencies to the mentioned explosives is also confirmed by the high correlation between the standard RDX_Air, TNT_Air, HMX_Air THz signals and the RTH signal (as well as between RDX_Air, TNT_Air, PETN_Air, and RTP signals) during the time interval containing the first sub-pulse, see Figure 5b .
Firstly, we apply the ICCs to detect the absorption frequencies belonging to the low frequency range ν < 2.6 THz. In Figure 14 , the evolution of the ICCs Now we discuss the detection of other components of the mixtures. In Figure 15 the ICC Now we discuss the detection of other components of the mixtures. In Figure 15 the ICC CW1 p,P and C p,P also detect the frequencies ν = 1.65 THz and 1.76 THz as the absorption frequencies of the substances TNT (a), (b) and HMX (c), (d) in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum. In Figure 15e ,f the frequency ν = 2.1 THz is detected as the PETN absorption frequency in the RTP first sub-pulse spectrum. In this case, the corresponding minimal Finally, analyzing the first sub-pulse, we see that each of the RTH and RTP mixture components is detected by the corresponding set of the absorption frequencies belonging to the high frequency range ν > 2.6 THz, which increases the reliability of the detection and identification of substance. The high correlation between the standard THz signals and the signal under investigation during this time validates a presence of the dangerous substance in the mixture. Obviously, this fact can serve as an additional criterion for the substance detection in both frequency ranges.
Summarizing the results obtained in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, we conclude that if the standard substance is present in the mixture, then a minimal FDR exists so that both ICCs Finally, analyzing the first sub-pulse, we see that each of the RTH and RTP mixture components is detected by the corresponding set of the absorption frequencies belonging to the high frequency range ν > 2.6 THz, which increases the reliability of the detection and identification of substance. The high correlation between the standard THz signals and the signal under investigation during this time validates a presence of the dangerous substance in the mixture. Obviously, this fact can serve as an additional criterion for the substance detection in both frequency ranges.
The Substance Detection Using the Time Interval t = [70, 170] ps
Summarizing the results obtained in Sections 2.6 and 2.7, we conclude that if the standard substance is present in the mixture, then a minimal FDR exists so that both ICCs CW1 p,P and C p,P enable to detect simultaneously the frequency corresponding to the spectrum minimum as the absorption frequency of this substance.
The absorption frequencies of the RTH and RTP mixture components can be detected in the remote time interval t = [70, 170] ps, which contains two sub-pulses S 2 (t) and S 3 (t). As above, we will consider the low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges separately. With this aim, Figure 18 shows the RTH (a), RTP (b) signals spectra as well as reference spectrum (c) The absorption frequencies of the RTH and RTP mixture components can be detected in the remote time interval t = [70, 170] ps, which contains two sub-pulses 2 ( ) S t and 3 ( ) S t . As above, we will consider the low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges separately. With this aim, Figure 18 shows the RTH (a) In the RTH and RTP spectra ( Figure 18 ) (a), (b)) one can see the minima at the frequencies ν= 0.82 THz (a), 0.8 THz (b) and ν= 1.96, 2.21 THz (a), (b) close to the RDX absorption frequencies ν = 0.82, 1.95, 2.2 THz, respectively (Figure 8 ). The spectra in (a) and (b) also contain a common minimum at the frequency ν= 1.65 THz (equal to the TNT absorption frequency ν = 1.65 THz). In the RTH spectrum (a) there is a minimum at the frequency ν= 1.76 THz (equal to the HMX absorption frequency ν= 1.76 THz), and in RTP spectrum (b) -at ν= 2.11 THz (close to the PETN absorption frequency ν= 2.1 THz) (Figure 9 ). In the reference spectrum (c), the minima at these frequencies are absent. It means that these frequencies do not correspond to water vapor.
Using the ICCs In the RTH and RTP spectra ( Figure 18 ) (a), (b)) one can see the minima at the frequencies ν = 0.82 THz (a), 0.8 THz (b) and ν = 1.96, 2.21 THz (a), (b) close to the RDX absorption frequencies ν = 0.82, 1.95, 2.2 THz, respectively (Figure 8 ). The spectra in (a) and (b) also contain a common minimum at the frequency ν = 1.65 THz (equal to the TNT absorption frequency ν = 1.65 THz). In the RTH spectrum (a) there is a minimum at the frequency ν = 1.76 THz (equal to the HMX absorption frequency ν = 1.76 THz), and in RTP spectrum (b) -at ν = 2.11 THz (close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.1 THz) (Figure 9 ). In the reference spectrum (c), the minima at these frequencies are absent. It means that these frequencies do not correspond to water vapor. To illustrate such possibility, in Figure 18c the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν = 2.87 THz, 3.0 THz and 3.71 THz, which are close the absorption frequencies of HMX, RDX and TNT, respectively (Figures 8 and 9 ) are depicted. In Figure 18d the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν = 2.74 THz, 3.02 THz and 3.71 THz, which are close the absorption frequencies of PETN, RDX, and TNT, are present. In the reference spectrum (f) the minima at these frequencies are absent.
In Figure 20 the ICCs CW1 p,P and C p,P evolution is depicted at the frequencies ν To illustrate such possibility, in Figure 18c the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν =2.87 THz, 3.0 THz and 3.71 THz, which are close the absorption frequencies of HMX, RDX and TNT, respectively (Figures 8 and 9 ) are depicted. In Figure 18d the spectrum minima at the frequencies ν =2.74 THz, 3.02 THz and 3.71 THz, which are close the absorption frequencies of PETN, RDX, and TNT, are present. In the reference spectrum (f) the minima at these frequencies are absent.
In Figure 20 the ICCs 
Can Criteria Distinguish the Frequencies Possessing the Similar Time-Dependent Spectral Line Dynamics?
To answer this question, we consider the time intervals t = [30, 70] ps and [140, 160] ps, which contain the first and the third sub-pulses of the RTH signal. The corresponding spectral line dynamics under consideration is shown in Figure 21a ,b. Moving the spectral line dynamics RDX(0.82), TNT(1.65), and TNT(3.71) (Figure 11 ) along the RTH spectral line dynamics at the frequency ν = 0.82 THz (RTH(0.82) for brevity), we obtain the following maximal correlation coefficients in the time interval containing the first sub-pulse S1(t) (a): Thus, the maximal correlation is observed between the dynamics RTH(0.82) and RDX(0.82) in both time intervals. It means that the time-dependent evolution of the spectral intensities at these frequencies differs from each other. However, the difference is not pronounced. Does the integral correlation criteria reflect this difference or not? We see that the ICC CW1 p,P detects the frequencies ν = 3.0 THz (a), 3.71 THz (c) and ν = 2.88 THz (e) as the absorption frequencies of RDX, TNT and HMX, respectively, in the RTH signal in the time interval t = [70, 170] ps. The frequency ν = 2.74 THz (g) is detected as the PETN absorption frequency in the RTP signal. The evolution of the ICC C p,P in time at these frequencies confirms a conclusion made above. Note that the frequencies ν = 3.02 THz and 3.71 THz were also detected as RDX and TNT absorption frequencies in the RTP signal by means of the ICCs CW1 p,P and C p,P .
To answer this question, we consider the time intervals t = [30, 70] ps and [140, 160] ps, which contain the first and the third sub-pulses of the RTH signal. The corresponding spectral line dynamics under consideration is shown in Figure 21a 
To answer this question, we consider the time intervals t = [30, 70] ps and [140, 160] ps, which contain the first and the third sub-pulses of the RTH signal. The corresponding spectral line dynamics under consideration is shown in Figure 21a ,b. Moving the spectral line dynamics RDX(0.82), TNT(1.65), and TNT(3.71) (Figure 11 ) along the RTH spectral line dynamics at the frequency ν = 0.82 THz (RTH(0.82) for brevity), we obtain the following maximal correlation coefficients in the time interval containing the first sub-pulse S1(t) (a): Thus, the maximal correlation is observed between the dynamics RTH(0.82) and RDX(0.82) in both time intervals. It means that the time-dependent evolution of the spectral intensities at these frequencies differs from each other. However, the difference is not pronounced. Does the integral correlation criteria reflect this difference or not? With this aim, in Figure 22 the ICCs C p,P evolution is depicted for RTH(0.82) and RDX(0.82) (a), (d), TNT(1.65) (b), (e) and TNT(3.71) (c), (f) in the time intervals containing the RTH first sub-pulse S 1 (t) With this aim, in Figure 22 the ICCs Thus, the use of the standard dynamics TNT (1.65) and TNT (3.71) instead of RDX (0.82) does not lead to the detection of the absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz in the RTH signal. We see that despite the high correlation between the dynamics TNT (1.65), TNT (3.71) and RDX (0.82), they are not identical, and the differences between them are enough to uniquely identify the substance RDX using the spectral dynamics RDX (0.82).
How to Distinguish the Mixtures RTH and RTP and to Exclude The False Presence Of Paper and Semiconductors in Them?
In the context of a security problem, it is enough to get information about the presence of any dangerous substance at least. However, in practice the detection of all mixture components is an urgent problem. In Figure 2a we see that the RTH and RTP main pulses have similar spectra. It means that the standard THz-TDS method does not allow us to find the pronounced difference between them. Below, we analyze the RTH and RTP signals spectra and reference spectrum Thus, the use of the standard dynamics TNT (1.65) and TNT (3.71) instead of RDX (0.82) does not lead to the detection of the absorption frequency ν = 0.82 THz in the RTH signal. We see that despite the high correlation between the dynamics TNT (1.65), TNT (3.71) and RDX (0.82), they are not identical, and the differences between them are enough to uniquely identify the substance RDX using the spectral dynamics RDX (0.82).
In the context of a security problem, it is enough to get information about the presence of any dangerous substance at least. However, in practice the detection of all mixture components is an urgent problem. In Figure 2a we see that the RTH and RTP main pulses have similar spectra. It means that the standard THz-TDS method does not allow us to find the pronounced difference between them. Below, we analyze the RTH and RTP signals spectra and reference spectrum simultaneously in the time interval t = [30, 70] ps containing the first sub-pulses. Our purpose is to demonstrate the difference between the absorption frequencies of the mixtures RTH and RTP as well as to exclude the presence of neutral substances paper and Si-based semiconductors within them. The detection of the neutral substances is important for the security screening under real world conditions, because it allows the reduction of false alarms.
The algorithm for the detection of the absence of the substance in the mixture consists of several steps. The first step is to determine the absorption frequencies of the standard substance from the database, for which there are no corresponding minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum. At the second step, we check the presence of minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum that coincide or are close to the absorption frequencies of the standard substance. Then we analyze the reference spectrum in order to check the presence of the same minima in it. If they are present in both spectra, it means that they are caused by water vapor or some environmental influence. If not, we perform the third step and apply the ICC C p,P to show that this minimum in the RTH/RTP spectrum does not belong to the absorption frequencies of the substance of interest. We illustrate this below.
First, we show the absence of the PETN absorption frequencies in RTH signal spectrum and those of HMX in RTP signal spectrum in this time interval. With this aim, in Figure 23 the spectra of the RTH (a), RTP (b) signals and reference (c) are depicted in the frequency range ν = [1.6, 2.6] THz. In the RTH spectrum (a) one can see a minimum at the frequency ν = 2.18 THz, which is close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.1 THz (Figure 9 ). The minima at the PETN absorption frequencies ν = 2.0, 2.1 THz are absent in (a). In the RTP spectrum (b) there are two minima, which are close to the HMX absorption frequencies, they are ν = 1.75, 2.5 THz. At the same time, in the reference spectrum (c) one can see the minima at the close frequencies ν = 2.0, 2.18 THz (for RTH spectrum) and ν = 1.75, 2.53 THz (for RTP spectrum). This means that the corresponding minima in (a) and (b) can also be caused by environment gases. simultaneously in the time interval t = [30, 70] ps containing the first sub-pulses. Our purpose is to demonstrate the difference between the absorption frequencies of the mixtures RTH and RTP as well as to exclude the presence of neutral substances paper and Si-based semiconductors within them. The detection of the neutral substances is important for the security screening under real world conditions, because it allows the reduction of false alarms. The algorithm for the detection of the absence of the substance in the mixture consists of several steps. The first step is to determine the absorption frequencies of the standard substance from the database, for which there are no corresponding minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum. At the second step, we check the presence of minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum that coincide or are close to the absorption frequencies of the standard substance. Then we analyze the reference spectrum in order to check the presence of the same minima in it. If they are present in both spectra, it means that they are caused by water vapor or some environmental influence. If not, we perform the third step and , p P C to show that this minimum in the RTH/RTP spectrum does not belong to the apply the ICC absorption frequencies of the substance of interest. We illustrate this below.
First, we show the absence of the PETN absorption frequencies in RTH signal spectrum and those of HMX in RTP signal spectrum in this time interval. With this aim, in Figure 23 the spectra of the RTH (a), RTP (b) signals and reference (c) are depicted in the frequency range ν = [1.6, 2.6] THz. In the RTH spectrum (a) one can see a minimum at the frequency ν = 2.18 THz, which is close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.1 THz (Figure 9 ). The minima at the PETN absorption frequencies ν =2.0, 2.1 THz are absent in (a). In the RTP spectrum (b) there are two minima, which are close to the HMX absorption frequencies, they are ν = 1.75, 2.5 THz. At the same time, in the reference spectrum (c) one can see the minima at the close frequencies ν = 2.0, 2.18 THz (for RTH spectrum) and ν = 1.75, The absence of the PETN absorption frequency in the RTH first sub-pulse, for example, ν =2.18 THz, close to the PETN absorption frequency ν =2.16 THz [4, 5] , can also be confirmed by using the The absence of the PETN absorption frequency in the RTH first sub-pulse, for example, ν = 2.18 THz, close to the PETN absorption frequency ν = 2.16 THz [4, 5] , can also be confirmed by using the ICC C p,P . For this purpose, we use the spectral line dynamics of the standard signal PETN_Air at the frequency ν = 2.2 THz (Figure 9a ). In Figure 24 , this ICC evolution is shown in the FDR ν = [2.16, 2.2] THz in the time interval t = [30, 70] ps (a) and the frequency ν = 2.18 THz is not recognized as the PETN absorption frequency in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum. In the shortened time interval t = [45, 60] ps (b), it is clearly seen that the line corresponding to the frequency ν = 2.18 THz is not the topmost. The absence of HMX absorption frequencies ν = 1.75 THz and 2.5 THz in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum can be shown in the same way. In the same manner, we show the absence of the paper and n-Si absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP first sub-pulses spectra. To provide this, the spectra of the RTH (a), RTP (b) signals and reference (c) are depicted in Figure 25 in the frequency range ν = [2.4, 4.0] THz. In the RTH and RTP spectra (a), (b) there is a minimum at the frequency ν = 2.65 THz (a), (b), which is close to the absorption frequency ν = 2.64 THz of the signal paper (see Figure 3) . Two minima at the frequencies ν = 2.85 THz (a) and 2.825 THz (b) are close to the absorption frequency ν = 2.8 THz (Figure 3 ) of the n-Si signal. In the reference spectrum (c) one can see the minima at the close frequencies ν = 2.675 THz and 2.85 THz. Thus, the corresponding minima in (a) and (b) can also be caused by the same effects as in the reference spectrum. At the same time, the spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.65 THz (close the n-Si absorption frequency ν = 3.64 THz) is absent in the RTH and RTP spectra. The absence of paper and n-Si absorption frequencies ν =2.65 THz and ν =2.85 THz in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum can be done as above, by using the ICC , p P C . For this purpose, we will use the spectral line dynamics of the standard signals paper and n-Si at the corresponding frequencies ν =2.64 THz and 2.8 THz, which are depicted in Figure 10 . In Figure 26 the ICC In the same manner, we show the absence of the paper and n-Si absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP first sub-pulses spectra. To provide this, the spectra of the RTH (a), RTP (b) signals and reference (c) are depicted in Figure 25 in the frequency range ν = [2.4, 4.0] THz. In the RTH and RTP spectra (a), (b) there is a minimum at the frequency ν = 2.65 THz (a), (b), which is close to the absorption frequency ν = 2.64 THz of the signal paper (see Figure 3) . Two minima at the frequencies ν = 2.85 THz (a) and 2.825 THz (b) are close to the absorption frequency ν = 2.8 THz (Figure 3 ) of the n-Si signal. In the reference spectrum (c) one can see the minima at the close frequencies ν = 2.675 THz and 2.85 THz. Thus, the corresponding minima in (a) and (b) can also be caused by the same effects as in the reference spectrum. At the same time, the spectrum minimum at the frequency ν = 3.65 THz (close the n-Si absorption frequency ν = 3.64 THz) is absent in the RTH and RTP spectra. In the same manner, we show the absence of the paper and n-Si absorption frequencies in the RTH and RTP first sub-pulses spectra. To provide this, the spectra of the RTH (a), RTP (b) signals and reference (c) are depicted in Figure 25 in the frequency range ν = [2.4, 4.0] THz. In the RTH and RTP spectra (a), (b) there is a minimum at the frequency ν = 2.65 THz (a), (b), which is close to the absorption frequency ν = 2.64 THz of the signal paper (see Figure 3) . Two minima at the frequencies ν = 2.85 THz (a) and 2.825 THz (b) are close to the absorption frequency ν = 2.8 THz (Figure 3 ) of the n-Si signal. In the reference spectrum (c) one can see the minima at the close frequencies ν = 2.675 The absence of paper and n-Si absorption frequencies ν =2.65 THz and ν =2.85 THz in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum can be done as above, by using the ICC , p P C . For this purpose, we will use the spectral line dynamics of the standard signals paper and n-Si at the corresponding frequencies ν =2.64 THz and 2.8 THz, which are depicted in Figure 10 . In Figure 26 the ICC The absence of paper and n-Si absorption frequencies ν = 2.65 THz and ν = 2.85 THz in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum can be done as above, by using the ICC C p,P . For this purpose, we will use the spectral line dynamics of the standard signals paper and n-Si at the corresponding frequencies ν = 2.64 THz and 2.8 THz, which are depicted in Figure 10 . In Figure 26 the ICC C p,P is shown in the time interval t = [30, 70] ps (a), (c). This criterion shows that the paper absorption frequency ν = 2.65 THz and n-Si absorption frequency ν = 2.85 THz are absent in the RTH first sub-pulse spectrum. In (b), (d) the magnified view of Figure 26a ,c, respectively, is presented, where we can see that these spectral lines corresponding to the RTH frequencies ν = 2.65 THz (b) and 2. The absence of the absorption frequencies ν =2.65 THz and ν =2.825 THz, corresponding to paper and n-Si samples, in the RTP first sub-pulse spectrum can be achieved in the same way by using the ICC , p P C . As well, the absence of absorption frequencies of amphetamine-type illicit drugs MA, MDA, MDMA in the RTH and RTP first sub-pulse spectra can be shown in the same manner [45] . A similar result is achieved in the time interval t = [70,170] ps by using the ICC , p P C and analysis of the reference spectrum (not shown).
Thus, using the ICC , p P C together with analysis of the reference spectrum allows us to distinguish the mixtures RTH and RTP with similar absorption frequencies as well to show the absence of substances of interest in them. This result is extremely important for security screening under real conditions because it allows decreasing h false alarms
Conclusions and Summarizing
An effective method of pulsed THz spectroscopy is proposed for the detection and identification of ternary mixtures RDX-TNT-HMX (RTH) and RDX-TNT-PETN (RTP) using a long-duration THz signal reflected from the sample. The method discussed does not require a large number of measurements and samples (training sets) for developing of database of mixtures containing their components in various proportions. For the detection and identification of substance with high probability, the reflected THz signal must contain at least one of the sub-pulses. If the structure of sub-pulses is absent then it is necessary to analyze the THz radiation following the main pulse.
The mixture component absorption frequencies belonging to low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges are detected at using both the main pulse and sub-pulses. The RTH and RTP main pulses are shown to contain information about the high absorption frequencies (ν > 2.6 THz) of the mixture components. It is also very important for the practical applications of the discussed method, because inhomogeneous surface or non-opaque covering distort the high absorption frequencies spectral dynamics less. The absence of the absorption frequencies ν = 2.65 THz and ν = 2.825 THz, corresponding to paper and n-Si samples, in the RTP first sub-pulse spectrum can be achieved in the same way by using the ICC C p,P . As well, the absence of absorption frequencies of amphetamine-type illicit drugs MA, MDA, MDMA in the RTH and RTP first sub-pulse spectra can be shown in the same manner [45] . A similar result is achieved in the time interval t = [70,170] ps by using the ICC C p,P and analysis of the reference spectrum (not shown).
Thus, using the ICC C p,P together with analysis of the reference spectrum allows us to distinguish the mixtures RTH and RTP with similar absorption frequencies as well to show the absence of substances of interest in them. This result is extremely important for security screening under real conditions because it allows decreasing h false alarms
The mixture component absorption frequencies belonging to low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges are detected at using both the main pulse and sub-pulses. The RTH and RTP main pulses are shown to contain information about the high absorption frequencies (ν > 2.6 THz) of the mixture components. It is also very important for the practical applications of the discussed method, because inhomogeneous surface or non-opaque covering distort the high absorption frequencies spectral dynamics less.
We detect the substance by using the ICCs CW1 p,P and C p,P simultaneously over the partial non-overlapping time intervals. The first time-interval contains the main pulse only, the second time interval -the first sub-pulse and the third interval -the following sub-pulses with lower amplitude. Use of different time intervals increases the reliability and probability of the identification.
We stress that the detection of the mixture components by using the sub-pulses with low amplitudes in comparison with the main pulse amplitude, is very important because it demonstrates the possibility of the substance identification at long distance. Indeed, in this case, the amplitude of a noise THz signal will be comparable with the noise amplitude. Therefore, the main pulse and sub-pulses will be hardly distinguished. The SDA-method allows us to determine the location of the main pulse in the noise THz signal and then using of the ICCs allows us to detect the substance of interest. For additional verification of the substance detection, we use the integral correlation C s,S between the reflected THz signal and the standard THz signal from database simultaneously with other criteria. This technique allows us to significantly increase the probability and reliability of the substance detection and identification.
The algorithm of the substance detection in the mixture RTH/RTP consists of several steps. During the first step, we divide the time interval of the THz signal into several parts. Each of these parts contains separate sub-pulses of the signal (the main pulse, the first sub-pulse and the sub-pulses with lower amplitudes). During the second step, we find the minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum, which are equal or close to the known absorption frequencies of the standard substances from the database. We subsequently analyze the reference spectrum in order to verify the presence/absence of these minima. Over the third step, we apply the ICCs CW1 p,P and C p,P to show that these minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum belong to the absorption frequencies of the substance of interest. During the fourth step, we estimate the correlation between the RTH/RTP THz signal and the standard signal from the database.
Summarizing the results obtained in the current paper, in Figure 27 we show the investigated parts of the reflected THz RTH signal (a)-(c) and their spectra with the marked absorption frequencies of the mixture components (e)-(f), which were detected using the ICCs. It is important to note that the selected parts (a)-(c) are the time domains corresponding to the maximum correlation between the standard THz signals and the measured THz signal. They contain the main pulse, the first sub-pulse and the subsequent sub-pulses. In the RTH main pulse spectrum (d) the single absorption frequencies of RDX, HMX and TNT are detected in the high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency range. Each of the mixture components is detected by the corresponding set of the absorption frequencies in both low (ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges belonging to the spectra of the first sub-pulse (e) or of the remote part of the RTH signal (f). The similar results are valid for the RTP mixture. We detect the substance by using the ICCs , 1 p P CW and , p P C simultaneously over the partial non-overlapping time intervals. The first time-interval contains the main pulse only, the second time interval -the first sub-pulse and the third interval -the following sub-pulses with lower amplitude. Use of different time intervals increases the reliability and probability of the identification.
We stress that the detection of the mixture components by using the sub-pulses with low amplitudes in comparison with the main pulse amplitude, is very important because it demonstrates the possibility of the substance identification at long distance. Indeed, in this case, the amplitude of a noise THz signal will be comparable with the noise amplitude. Therefore, the main pulse and sub-pulses will be hardly distinguished. The SDA-method allows us to determine the location of the main pulse in the noise THz signal and then using of the ICCs allows us to detect the substance of interest. For additional verification of the substance detection, we use the integral correlation , s S C between the reflected THz signal and the standard THz signal from database simultaneously with other criteria. This technique allows us to significantly increase the probability and reliability of the substance detection and identification.
The algorithm of the substance detection in the mixture RTH/RTP consists of several steps. During the first step, we divide the time interval of the THz signal into several parts. Each of these parts contains separate sub-pulses of the signal (the main pulse, the first sub-pulse and the sub-pulses with lower amplitudes). During the second step, we find the minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum, which are equal or close to the known absorption frequencies of the standard substances from the database. We subsequently analyze the reference spectrum in order to verify the presence/absence of these minima. Over the third step, we apply the ICCs show that these minima in the RTH/RTP spectrum belong to the absorption frequencies of the substance of interest. During the fourth step, we estimate the correlation between the RTH/RTP THz signal and the standard signal from the database.
Summarizing the results obtained in the current paper, in Figure 27 we show the investigated parts of the reflected THz RTH signal (a)-(c) and their spectra with the marked absorption frequencies of the mixture components (e)-(f), which were detected using the ICCs. It is important to note that the selected parts (a)-(c) are the time domains corresponding to the maximum correlation between the standard THz signals and the measured THz signal. They contain the main pulse, the first sub-pulse and the subsequent sub-pulses. In the RTH main pulse spectrum (d) the single absorption frequencies of RDX, HMX and TNT are detected in the high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency range. Each of the mixture components is detected by the corresponding set of the absorption frequencies in both low ( ν < 2.6 THz) and high (ν > 2.6 THz) frequency ranges belonging to the The method discussed in this article allows us not only to detect the presence of hazardous substances in the ternary mixtures, but also to show the absence of the neutral substances, possessing the absorption frequencies similar to those of hazardous substances. For this aim, we use the ICC , p P C together with the analysis of the reference spectrum. This makes it possible to distinguish the mixtures RTH and RTP and to avoid the false alarm at the analysis of the mixtures.
We showed that each of the time-dependent spectral intensities at chosen frequencies, belonging to the standard signals from database, possesses unique property and using a false spectral line dynamics instead of the true spectral dynamics does not lead to the detection of the false absorption frequency.
In conclusion, the SDA-method together with the ICCs provides an effective way for the detection and identification of ternary mixtures in the reflection mode. The discussed ICCs demonstrate both high probability of the substance identification and a reliability of the detection technique in practice. The technique described will be very useful for not only developing the THz security screening devices but also for a quality control in the chemical, biomedical, pharmaceutical, and food industries. The method discussed in this article allows us not only to detect the presence of hazardous substances in the ternary mixtures, but also to show the absence of the neutral substances, possessing the absorption frequencies similar to those of hazardous substances. For this aim, we use the ICC C p,P together with the analysis of the reference spectrum. This makes it possible to distinguish the mixtures RTH and RTP and to avoid the false alarm at the analysis of the mixtures.
In conclusion, the SDA-method together with the ICCs provides an effective way for the detection and identification of ternary mixtures in the reflection mode. The discussed ICCs demonstrate both high probability of the substance identification and a reliability of the detection technique in practice. The technique described will be very useful for not only developing the THz security screening devices but also for a quality control in the chemical, biomedical, pharmaceutical, and food industries.
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